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 u
P Project uP becomes one of the

youngest social enterprises to
collaborate with the UNESCO. 

With Team uP all geared uP to start
the Policy Research Bootcamp, we're
exhilarated to have UNESCO, New
Delhi as our co-host. as a part of the
partnership, we also aim at working
towards creating awareness about
the SDGs and training SDG Scholars.

Panel Discussion around Racism,
Rights and Equality, with Activist Akira
Khari and former IFS Officer Ashok
Sajjanhar. 
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The first Volume of The Impact Hour

Newsletter talks about the Transgender

Community. The first issue strives to provide an

insight into the community by explaining certain

terminologies, its history in India, and how

Transgenders are different from Transexuals. It

includes some basic terminologies with their

most appropriate meanings and how to use

them the correct way. The issue also includes

book recommendations for the readers to help

them know more about the topic through

different mediums. The volume, with its later

issues, will also cover some critical issues under

the chosen topic, to further understand the

seriousness of the problem and how we can

contribute towards it.
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The most commonly used pronouns are he/him/his and

she/her/hers. People usually make assumptions about one's

gender and gender pronoun by their appearance, however, it is

likely that a person may not identify with the same. Pronouns

play a major role in the unfair practice of discrimination against

transdenger and gender non conforming. And therefore, the

existence of Gender-neutral pronouns paves a way for equal

respect and dignity for them. These pronouns are "they", "them",

“theirs” ,"this person", "everyone", "Ze", "Zir", and "Hir".  Even

though these words have been present in the language for a

long time, their usage as gender-neutral words has recently

become familiar. 
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The Forgotten Gender

Language is human made. And so are the stereotypes related to it.
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Worshipped then;
Neglected now.

By Yukti Grover

GENDER PRONOUNS
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If a person doesn't  know someone's pronoun, they shouldn't

assume it based on their appearance, rather ask them or just use

their name.

"They" is one of the most commonly known gender-neutral

pronouns and easy to be incorporated in routine conversations.

This helps to avoid negligence against someone's pronouns.
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GAY AND TRANSGENDERS - THE UNCANNY CONFUSION

Many people, who are not well read on the topic of the LGBTQ

community, tend to believe that transgenders and gay people are

the same, i.e, they use the terms interchangeably, although that is

clearly not the case. 

Gay: People who are attracted to people of the same gender as

themselves are called gay.

Transgender: when a person's gender identity is opposite of their

sex assigned at birth.

Someone being gay depends on their sexual orientation and has

no relation with their gender identity or their sex. Likewise, a

person's gender identity does not necessarily identify their sexual

orientation.
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HOW TO ADDRESS TRANS PEOPLE

DOs

Politely ask them about their pronouns and get in the
practice of using them.
Don't hesitate to apologise and correct yourself immediately
if you use the wrong pronoun or name.
Avoid using words as biological, real, normal, initial etc.
They are who they are now and that is that. Refer to them
with the terms or pronouns they are currently using.
Being a human, you are accustomed to making mistakes.
Be open to feedback from them and try to learn more so you
know how to act in future.
Keep in mind that somebody's gender or sex is not yours to
assume.
Respect them regardless of it because there's so much more
to a person than that.
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Don't make an assumption based on their appearance.
Don't ask them to explain their choice if it doesn't align with
your ideology.
Don't use their former names to refer to them i.e deadnaming.
Don't disclose their past experiences if you get to know about
them.
The person may not be comfortable with sharing their
experience in public and prefer to keep it a secret.
Don't use the excuse "sorry, it's hard to keep up with your new
identity"; it's  your responsibility to accept and respect it.
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DON'Ts

Credits: Piyanshi Kapoor
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FOR THE READERS!

Movie Recommendation!

Masc Undone by Tiq Milan and Aydian Dowling
Trans P.O.V
Transformation Thursday by Amy Stephens and Penny Sterlings
Diary of a Trans Man
Trans in color
Trans A.M. Podcast
What the Trans UK based weekly podcast
The T Pod presented by Stephanie, a trans woman and Spencer,
a trans man.
Queer Talk

What is deadnaming?

When a person, intentionally or not, refers to a Transgender

by the name they were given at birth or any former name.

What is the difference between sex, gender and sexual
orientation?

FAQs
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Sex refers to someone's anatomy which is determined at the

time of their birth. Gender is who they identify as. Sexual

orientation is about whom they are attracted to sexually.

Why is it advised to make your pronouns public?

To maintain and increase inclusivity at public  places and

gatherings it's  crucial  that we respect people's identities and

refer to them correctly. It is advisable  that we  make our

pronouns  public so that we create a safe space for the non-

binary spectrum of people who still face many barriers to

conversion and revelation, and could encounter  prejudice and

brutality if they make themselves known.

Is there any universal pronoun that could be if you are not

about someone's specific pronoun?

The most usual,  but not the only, unbiased  pronoun  used by

gender non conforming individuals  is 'they/them/their'. Back

in 2015 the American Dialect Society even declared "they" as 

 word of the year and this word also incorporates a place in the

Oxford and Merriam-Webster dictionary.
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The Impact Hour Newsletter is a
comprehensive written edition of the
weekly live sessions hosted by Project
uP on Instagram. The Impact Hour
lives started as a talkshow with a
mission to spread awareness about
various social issues and create an
impact on its viewers. Its success
paved a path for further expansion
with the creation of the newsletter,
which aims at covering the most
significant issues under an umbrella
topic in each volume. Its aim is to
create an impact in the reader's mind
by providing a deeper insight to the
topic.
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